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Introduction
When Joseph Smith’s unearthing of the “gold plates” with the
mysteriously bound portion first stirred intense controversy in the
regions of New York, notions of “sealed books” had already been
causing upheavals in other parts of the globe. At the time tremors
were still being felt in England from efforts to uncover the contro-
versial “sealed prophecies” of the mystic and prophetess Joanna
Southcott, Russell Huntley was establishing a sizeable trust fund
for the publication of the forthcoming sealed portion of the Book
of Mormon. Huntley’s confidence that the Reorganized LDS
Church would soon have the remainder of the record in its posses-
sion seemed to have waned by the 1880s, at which point he re-
quested the money be returned.1 Yet the desire for hidden re-
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cords has not disappeared. A small group of Southcott followers
survives today, with a once-active advertising campaign calling for
the “sealed prophecies” to be restored, and splinter groups of the
LDS Church have generated their own versions of the “sealed por-
tion” of the Book of Mormon plates.2

For the LDS Church, the controversy surrounding Joseph
Smith’s claim to have received and translated a record of ancient
American inhabitants has overshadowed the parallel promise of
more to come—the so called “sealed portion” of the Book of
Mormon which would one day be made available to the world.
The majority of the plates’ eyewitnesses mentioned the striking
feature of a “part . . . which was sealed,”3 which reportedly
ranged in volume between one-third and two-thirds of the en-
tire plates.4 Smith, on the other hand, did not seem to attach
much significance to them, noting only that he had been “very
impressively” prohibited by Moroni from tampering with it.5

The ways in which the sealed portion (have) been understood,
and more significantly, (have) been used, reveal changing cur-
rents and dynamic tensions in Mormon thought, particularly in
relation to conceptions of revelation, millennial expectations,
restoration, and prophethood. Such ideas were being continu-
ally negotiated amidst the shifting cultural and political cli-
mates, as well as the competing pressures of a faith tradition
committed to radical literalism and institutional demands, to
notions of personal revelation and revelatory authority, and to a
paradigm of continuing, adaptive revelation as well as divinely
orchestrated narrative.

For early church members, the sealed portion’s most salient
function was as an instance of material contact with the divine,
enabling an ongoing revelatory “f lood of knowledge” that “would
fill the earth” in preparation for the millennium.6 Angelic visita-
tions, streams of revelations, preparations for gathering Israel,
and building a utopian Zion corresponded to a brand of faith in
this period that was at once disarmingly literal and robustly ideal-
istic. However, as the years passed and certain promises went un-
fulfilled, including the delivery of the sealed portion, enthusiastic
anticipation dwindled to vague, provisional expectation, and
then to reproving self-admonishment. Over time, as a fundamen-
talist strain emphasizing obedience and worthiness began to in-
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fuse Mormon culture in the early twentieth century, the sealed
portion ironically transformed from literal artifact to an abstract
corrective tool; its continuing to be held back became a barome-
ter of unworthiness rather than a source of hope for revelatory
abundance. The irony of de-literalization serving the purposes of
fundamentalist trends (typically characterized by a deeply literal-
ist approach) is one manifestation of how the Church’s identity
was reshaped in the early decades through different arrange-
ments and emphases of underlying doctrines and narrative struc-
tures.

Textual References to Sealed Records
Because early Mormons understood the Book of Mormon to

be a tangible collection of plates physically unearthed by Joseph
Smith, the sealed portion was understood in a similarly literal
manner. References scattered throughout the Book of Mormon
text describing lost scriptures and sealed records provided pro-
vocative clues for the possible contents of the sealed portion. For
Smith’s contemporaries, the sealed record’s role as a doctrinal
blank check, open to speculation, was constrained by its pur-
ported identity as a collection of tangible plates that were part of a
real historical story. The Book of Mormon text itself specifies a
number of other purposes the sealed records served, beyond that
of being a material source of revelation.

Firstly, the sealed records were believed to preserve the ac-
count of “all things from the foundation of the world unto the end
thereof,” and thus the prolonging the bestowal of the records
kept the canon open (see 2 Nephi 27:7, 10 and Ether 4:14). The
well-known “A Bible! A Bible!” passage in 2 Nephi 29 of the Book
of Mormon tells of God’s rebuke to those who try to close the
canon at one “bible” and “murmur” at “receiv[ing] more of
[God’s] word” (2 Nephi 29:7). “A Bible! A Bible! We have got a Bi-
ble, and there cannot be any more Bible” (2 Nephi 29:3), such
people exclaim, failing to recognize that “there are more nations
than one,” and that God has commanded “all men, both in the
east and in the west, in the north and in the south, and in the is-
lands of the sea . . . [to] write the words which [he] speak[s] unto
them” (2 Nephi 29:11). In essence, the canon will never close, and
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the lacuna of scripture is but an assurance that God’s work is on-
going.

Secondly, the sealed portion serves as a form of spiritual exer-
cise and probation. Mormon’s commentary in 3 Nephi, for exam-
ple, explains that he has written only a “lesser portion” of the
things Christ taught the Nephites in his post-resurrection minis-
try; before the “greater part” will be made manifest, God will “try
the faith of [His] people” and the mettle of their obedience (3
Nephi 26:3–12). The sealed vision of the brother of Jared, among
other sealed teachings, also specifies similar preconditions of
faith, repentance and sanctification, for Gentile and Nephite alike
(Ether 4:1, 6–7, 11; 2 Nephi 27:8).

Thirdly, the text also endowed the possessors of the sealed
portion with a degree of spiritual authority. The most well-known
Book of Mormon passage concerning sealed records—an expan-
sion of Isaiah 29 found in 2 Nephi 27—prophesies that “God shall
bring forth unto you the words of a book . . . of them which have
slumbered” which will contain a sealed book with a “revelation
from God, from the beginning of the world to the ending there-
of” that only the chosen “unlearned” man can read. The incapac-
ity of the learned man to read the sealed portion highlights a
foreordination and spiritual power afforded those called to han-
dle the sealed records. Transcribers of sealed records had a par-
ticular stewardship, as indicated when Nephi is explicitly directed
not to write down the revelations of John the Apostle, because
John was exclusively ordained to do so. Nephi was also informed
of “others who have been” likewise ordained, to whom God hath
“shown all things, and they have written them; and they are sealed
up to come forth in their purity . . . in the own due time of the
Lord, unto the house of Israel” (1 Nephi 14:26).

Finally, within the text, the opening of the sealed portion sig-
nals key eschatological events. In his account of the Jaredites,
Moroni explains that when the house of Israel turns to God, the
great revelations of the Apostle John “shall be unfolded in the
eyes of all the people,” at which the people “shall know that the
time is at hand that they shall be made manifest in very deed”
(Ether 4:16). In other words, the coming forth of the Book of
Mormon will signal the Restoration and gathering of Israel, while
the coming forth of the sealed portion (of John’s revelations, in
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this case) signals the apocalypse (2 Nephi 29:1–2). Nephi’s expla-
nation of Isaiah’s prophecy adds a sense of proximity to these mil-
lennial events, in declaring that the sealed words will be “read
upon the house tops” as part of the “marvelous work” God in-
tends to do among the people in but “a very little while” (2 Nephi
27: 11, 26, 28–29).

“Flood of Knowledge”:
Literal Anticipation in a Millennial Era

Given such an array of textual clues, early Mormons confi-
dently theorized concerning the contents, location, and timetable
for the return of the sealed portion. Despite their fidelity to the
sacred texts, writers during this period clearly emphasized the
proximity, literalness, and relevance of the sealed records. But
one exasperated New York newspaper columnist, reminded of
the alarming fervor surrounding the Southcott episode, exclaim-
ed: “If an imposture like the one we have so brief ly noticed, could
spring up in the great metropolis of England, and spread over a
considerable portion of that kingdom, it is not surprising that
one equally absurd, should have its origin in this neighborhood
. . .” 7 Many Mormons, however, saw not absurdity but exhilarat-
ing discovery, and viewed the sealed portion with the same exu-
berant literality manifest in other pre-millennial preparations
and Zion-building endeavors.

Newel Knight, Orson Hyde, Daniel Rupp, the Whitmer broth-
ers and their mother, along with Orson Pratt, Lucy Smith, Wil-
liam Smith, and Joseph Smith, Sr., among others, gave accounts of
the gold plates that included descriptions of a “large portion of
the leaves [that] were so securely bound together that it was im-
possible to separate them.”8 Oliver Cowdery believed that Joseph
had identified the sealed portion as the full revelation of the
Apostle John, as he recorded in the Messenger and Advocate in
1835: “A part of the book was sealed . . . [which] part, said [Jo-
seph], contains the same revelation which was given to John upon
the isle of Patmos.”9 Two decades later, however, Orson Pratt,
claimed that “the plates which were sealed contained an account
of those great things shown unto the brother of Jared.”10 and until
a little past the turn of the century, the sealed portion was identi-
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fied inconsistently as either the visions of John or the brother of
Jared or both.11

Perhaps no image better captures the vivid reality with which
the early Saints viewed the sealed records than Oliver Cowdery’s
recounting of the “cave of treasures.” According to Brigham
Young’s account,

They [Cowdery and Smith] walked into a cave, in which there was a
large and spacious room. [Cowdery] says he did not think, at the
time, whether they had the light of the sun or artificial light; but that
it was just as light as day. They laid the plates on a table; it was a large
table that stood in the room. Under this table there was a pile of
plates as much as two feet high, and there were altogether in this
room more plates than probably many wagon loads; they were piled
up in the corners and along the walls.12

Brigham Young urged the Saints to understand these things
“so that they will not be forgotten and lost,” while Heber Kimball
also stressed the significance of the records that had been re-
vealed and were yet to come. When a certain Brother Mills opined
that the handcart treks of the pioneers were the “greatest events
that ever transpired in this Church,” Kimball corrected him.
Though this “method for gathering Israel” was a useful test, “its
importance is small” when compared to angelic visitations, the re-
ception of the sacred records, and “the vision that Joseph and oth-
ers had, when they went into a cave in the hill Cumorah, and saw
more records than ten men could carry.”13 Perhaps this vision
convinced Orson Pratt, who had originally thought the plates
were “no doubt kept in charge of the heavenly messenger,”14 that
they were instead, as David Whitmer also confirmed in an 1878
interview, “hidden in the hill Cumorah.”15

In early discussions, the issue of when the plates would be re-
turned began to acquire more significance than where they were
hidden or what they contained. Perhaps this is a result of an orien-
tation of the Saints toward a divine timetable, in an epic narrative
of millennial preparation for which they themselves were respon-
sible. After all, commentators in these early years addressed the
query with confidence: W.W. Phelps claimed in 1832 in the Eve-
ning and Morning Star that one might “expect . . . as soon as wis-
dom directs, many sacred records, which have slept for ages” to
come from its pages.16 Even until 1877, Orson Pratt was assuring
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his fellow Saints that “these plates of gold will come forth, as well
as many other records kept by the first nation . . . And not only
these, but the Lord intends, in this dispensation in which you and I
live, to overwhelm the whole earth with a f lood of knowledge in
regard to himself.”17

Just a decade later, after published interviews with David
Whitmer that mentioned the forthcoming sealed records, a criti-
cal newspaper sardonically responded with the following clip:

“OTHER REVELATIONS”: (From God, man, or the devil) are in
store for humanity, already so sadly afflicted, that is, that additional
Books of Mormon are liable to come out of the ground “in mine
own due time.” Or, as D. W. has it, “more records are yet to come
forth from the book that is sealed,” and we all know that by the gift
and power of God Joseph only got his stone eye on a part of the con-
tents of the plates, while the rest was kept. Remembering the amaz-
ing and interminable mischief already wrought through that old hat
we all cry with one accord: From all further calamities of that sort,
good Lord deliver us.18

As animatedly as some Saints—and as unenthusiastically as
some critics—awaited the forthcoming sealed records, there were
voices of restraint and patience as well. The Book of Mormon text
itself had couched the delivery of the records in conditional terms
of obedience and readiness, and was echoed by a more temperate
Oliver Cowdery in 1835: “when the people of the Lord are pre-
pared, and found worthy, then it will be unfolded unto them.”19

Even Orson Pratt acknowledged, in more cautious moments, that
“we are told that all those things are preserved to come forth in
the due time of the Lord,” and stressed elsewhere that only upon
the sanctification and obedience of the Saints would the precious
knowledge from the sealed records be given at last.20

Tones of literal and proximate promise underscore early con-
ceptions of revelation and seership, and millennial expectations.
The sealed record played an important function in each of these
doctrinal ideas for the early Saints: they kept the canon open and
encouraged Saints to anticipate future revelations, heightened the
importance of prophethood and seership, and served as an antici-
pated source of instruction and light critical to preparing the
Saints for the impending millennium.
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Revelation

Though Joseph Smith eventually received revelations without
any physical medium, material records still held a particularly
strong claim on the Saints’ sense of scriptural historicity and reli-
gious legitimacy. Indeed, Orson Pratt used the literal earthiness
of the plates to persuade others of the Book of Mormon’s authen-
ticity in some of his tracts:

Now, if Mr. Smith had professed that he had got his book as
Swedenborg obtained his or as the Shakers obtained theirs; that is, if
he had professed to have obtained this book to usher in this last dis-
pensation in any other way but ‘out of the ground,’ we should have
had reason to suppose him a deceiver, like Swedenborg and thou-
sands of others.21

Early missionary pitches focused predominantly on the testi-
monies of the witnesses who handled or saw the plates—not on the
content of the plates themselves.22 The eruption of the divine into
the temporal—in Pratt’s words, from out of the earth—served as a
crucial bridge to the divine presence, a presence that was at home
in history, not removed from it. The promise of the sealed por-
tion, therefore, was a reminder of the physical revelations un-
earthed, and a sign of those to come forth. The sealed portion
was both a link to the material reality of the gold plates (now no
longer in the Saints’ possession), and a portal to the “wagonloads”
of records that awaited them, a promise of the continuation of the
divine contact that Joseph Smith had initiated. Just as the Book of
Mormon demonstrated that “divinity had not ceased direct inter-
course with humanity at the end of the apostolic age,” the prom-
ise of the sealed portion wedged that door of communication
open.23

In this sense, revelations were understood not only as sponta-
neous instructions or visions that characterized the Doctrine and
Covenants, but as knowledge grounded in the materiality of an-
cient records. During the same year Orson Pratt was celebrating
ancient records and anticipating future revelations, Charles Pen-
rose also wrote a discourse in which he identified the authorities
of the Church as revelators of records, not just of divine inspira-
tion: “We sustain our brethren of the twelve, as prophets, seers,
and revelators . . . [to] show to God and to angels, that we are
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ready at any time, if the Lord has a word of revelation to commu-
nicate to us, to receive it . . . whether by the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost . . . [or] by means of the Urim and Thummim . . . until God
brings forth everything needed for the building up of his work . . .
and all the ancient records that have been lost will be brought to
light.”24 While urging the Saints to sustain the twelve as “proph-
ets, seers, and revelators,” Penrose taught that sustaining did not
“make those men prophets seers and revelators” as much as it sig-
naled to God that they were ready to receive revelation from them
in the approved “legal channels.”25 The apostles were viewed as
the source to which the Saints would look for the ancient records
that had been promised. Prophethood, revelation, and records
were thus inextricably linked.

Prophethood/Seership

Many Saints saw divine affirmation of Joseph Smith’s pro-
phetic calling in his reenactment of the pattern of prophethood,
records, and revelation established in the Book of Mormon. But
as Richard Bushman points out, while Joseph Smith explicitly de-
fined himself in the more encompassing office of prophet, it was
his role as translator, or seer, which truly set him apart.26 A seer,
as defined by the Book of Mormon, had a higher status than that
of a prophet, as the translation of records was a great spiritual
gift. (According to the book of Mosiah, a seer is “greater than a
prophet” and “can know of things which are past, and also of
things which are to come, and by them shall all things be revealed,
or, rather, shall secret things be made manifest, and hidden things
shall come to light” [Mosiah 8:15–17]). The notion and reitera-
tion of seership was unique to this period of early Mormonism.
Contemporary Mormonism, in contrast, rarely makes reference
to either the sealed portion or to seers, and does not substantively
link seership with prophethood as in decades past (despite sus-
taining the twelve apostles and First Presidency as “prophets,
seers, and revelators” at the biannual general conference).

But for early Saints, the promise of forthcoming records main-
tained the status of seers as translators. It was this gift of transla-
tion that Oliver Cowdery, Joseph Smith’s primary scribe, sought
from God in what is now Doctrine and Covenants section 8. This
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revelation promises Cowdery that he would “receive a knowledge
concerning the engravings of old records” and “translate and re-
ceive knowledge from all those ancient records which have been
hid up, that are sacred.” Even after Cowdery’s failed attempt at
translating, another revelation reassured him that “other records
have I, that I will give unto you power that you may assist to trans-
late.”27

The role of seer, or the “mighty one” (2 Nephi 20:34) as the
Book of Mormon described it, was closely associated but distinct
from that of prophet, and held substantial authoritative weight.
Orson Pratt, writing in 1877, makes this evident in his musings re-
garding the sealed record: “When [the sealed record] is brought
forth, I expect that the same Urim and Thummim which the Lord
gave to Joseph Smith will come forth with these plates, and they
will be translated, but by whom I know not. Who will be the fa-
vored Seer and Revelator that will be raised up among this people
to bring this revelation to light, is not revealed to me.”28 A year
later, the defected David Whitmer used a stronger adjective in his
response to queries concerning the sealed record. The plates, he
explained, were residing “in a cave, where the angel has hidden
them up till the time arrives when the plates, which are sealed,
shall be translated,” until the time when “God will yet raise up a
mighty one, who shall do his work till it is finished and Jesus co-
mes again.”29 But the aura of power that shrouded the role of
seer, or the future translator of the sealed portion, was soon to be
extinguished as the sealed portion, and the record-wielding seer,
faded from mainstream Mormon thought.

Millennial Preparation
In another interview that same year, David Whitmer men-

tioned Oliver Cowdery and Joseph Smith’s vision of the cave full
of plates, including the “portion of the gold plates not yet trans-
lated.” Pithily, he remarked that “when they are translated much
useful information will be brought to light”;30 that same year,
Orson Pratt explained what kind of “useful information” that
would be.

In his discourse, Pratt spoke of the preparations necessary for
the millennium, which required organizing Zion (both structur-
ally and spiritually) and receiving the sealed portion and other
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lost records of scripture. The sealed portion and lost records
would be particularly important to “teach the Latter-day Saints
how to organize, how to be prepared” for the “great day that is to
come,” namely through the Nephite model of the United Or-
der.”31 By this point, the law of consecration under the United Or-
der was undergoing a problematic revival32—but Pratt seemed to
expect that success would come with proper instruction from the
translated sealed portion.33

Pratt also related the vision of the brother of Jared (contained
in the sealed portion) to the knowledge requisite for millennial
preparation: “And if it were important for [the brother of Jared],
in the early ages, to understand the great things of the latter days,
how much more important it is for us who are living, as it were,
just preceding the coming of the Son of Man; and if ancient men
of God were privileged and blessed in understanding the things
of the future, how much greater blessing it will be to us, inasmuch
as these things are at our doors.”34 The sense of imminence mir-
rored other of Pratt’s exhortations, as evident in another declara-
tion that “the Lord intends, in this dispensation . . . to overwhelm
the whole earth with a f lood of knowledge in regard to himself . . .
[and] in regard to the preparation of the earth for the thousand
years of righteousness to come. Hence . . . these great numbers of
plates . . . as well as those sealed records of which I have been
speaking, will all come to light.”35

Many other leaders echoed the call for obedience and worthi-
ness in order to ensure the speedy arrival of the sealed portion;
one critical newspaper article in 1885 even satirized the idea that
God was testing His people with the unsealed installment, and
concluded that the absence of the promised sealed portion was
proof that God “was not pleased with the result.”36 In light of
failed attempts at Zion’s Camp, the United Order, and the law of
polygamy—all practices that were identified with the millennial
society—many Saints may have concurred. It is likely that for this
reason, the sealed portion ceased to become an object of anticipa-
tion, and began to serve instead as an incentive for righteous liv-
ing. The words of Elizabeth McCune to the young women illus-
trate this impulse: “Seek for light . . . in the study of the Book of
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Mormon . . . so that when the sealed portion of this sacred record
comes forth, you will be prepared for it.”37

A parallel to this form of purposeful obedience can be seen in
the way Mormons began to view Zion, or the New Jerusalem, by
the turn of the century. As Craig Campbell notes, the pronounced
millennial fervor of early Saints, and their plans for establishing a
literal, physical Zion, began to fade by the 1850s, after which the
failed Jackson County episode was “often used as a spur to en-
courage the Saints to build up the Salt Lake Valley.”38 Following
the polygamy manifestos—which, as Jan Shipps describes, “sig-
naled the beginning of the end of the extraordinary situation
wherein Latter-day Saints had lived their lives in sacred space and
sacred time,”39 the expectations of establishing an Enoch-like so-
ciety to usher in the millennium began to dwindle. By 1890, apos-
tle James E. Talmage depicted the New Jerusalem in a way that
“adhere[d] to the doctrine of a return to Independence but [gave]
emphasis on the return occurring according to the faithfulness of
the Saints”; and by 1900, with statehood and prosperity secured,
Talmage “renewed a focus on the theme of disobedience of the
people, which ostensibly caused the Lord to push the promised
establishment of the New Jerusalem further into the future.”40

Likewise, the sealed portion—once regarded with keen anticipa-
tion, then utilized as an incentive for righteousness—sank into the
shadows of abstraction while the perpetually unmet conditions of
obedience took center stage.

Delayed Millennium and Retrenchment (Twentieth Century)
While the polygamist manifestos at the turn of the century

signaled a distinctive turning point in the millennial era of “sa-
cred time and sacred space,” the mental transition into a more
pragmatic paradigm was fraught with complexity. Theories re-
garding the sealed portion were reformulated in subtle ways to fit
the new needs of an assimilating and expanding Church. One
scholar describes the turn of the twentieth century as a time when
“some of the most fundamental concepts of nineteenth-century
Mormonism were reinterpreted to meet new social realities.”41

The demands of political and economic accommodation, as well
as the emerging intellectual trends of scientism, rationalism, and
higher criticism, redirected the attention of Church leaders to-
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wards management of an increasingly institutional church, or-
dered within priesthood lines and stabilized by a focus on obedi-
ence and orthodoxy. Throughout the twentieth century, inf lu-
ences of fundamentalism, retrenchment, and what O. Kendall
White, Jr. terms “neo-orthodoxy” oriented Mormon leaders’ con-
cerns not toward apocalyptic paradigms, but toward temporally
proximate matters, ironically relegating concrete doctrines like
the Kingdom of God (Zion), charismatic spiritual gifts, and the
sealed portion to the realm of abstraction and metaphor.42 It was
more than temporal preoccupations that pushed these ideals into
the realm of the indeterminate, however; a profound pessimism
regarding mankind’s moral capacity rendered these ideals utterly
unreachable.43 Subsequent to World War I’s devastation, Mor-
monism’s widespread critique of Protestant liberalism and secu-
lar rationalism’s optimistic confidence in human nature (which
optimism had originally been championed by Joseph Smith and
his contemporaries, up through Widtsoe, Talmage, and Roberts)
introduced a return to ideas more in line with the great Reform-
ers and theologians such as Barth, Brunner, and Niebuhr.44 As a
result, by the end of the twentieth century, the sealed portion as a
material source of revelation, prophetic stewardship, and millen-
nial instruction had transformed into a symbol of mankind’s inca-
pacity for faithful obedience, which would only be rectified at
Christ’s coming.

Higher Laws and Probation

A 1914 Liahona article captures a moment of this paradigm
shift well. The discourse deals directly with the question of re-
cords and revelations, and describes Cowdery’s anecdote of the
cave of treasures, affirming that “the place where [the plates] have
been hid up unto the Lord is described with precision.” Clearly,
though, the edge of anticipation had already faded: the author
tartly responded to those who listen “for the first time to the story
of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon” and “almost invari-
ably” ask after the whereabouts of the plates: “It should be of no
concern to us where the records now are so long as a copy of the
Book of Mormon is in evidence. Man has no right to question the
Lord’s purposes; it is only a ‘wicked and idolatrous nation’ that
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will ask for a sign.” Indeed, “it would be useless for mortal man to
spend any time searching for them unless he has been instructed
to do so by Supreme Authority” because “the plates are not for us
yet to see until such a time as the Lord shall see fit to again bring
them forth that we might know what the sealed portion thereof
contains.”45 Even the telling title for God as the “Supreme Au-
thority” bespeaks a new preoccupation with obedience and order,
while specifics of the plates are clearly secondary.

Several years later, Anthony Ivins’ conference address printed
in the same Church magazine handled the whereabouts of the
sealed portion with similar evasiveness: “Whether they have been
removed from the spot where Mormon deposited them we cannot
tell, but this we know, that they are safe under the guardianship of
the Lord[.]”46 Yet while he could assure his congregation that the
records would be revealed “without doubt . . . in the not-distant fu-
ture,” and his contemporaries confirmed more cautiously that
such would happen “when the people of the Lord are prepared
and found worthy,”47 others began to advocate more stringent re-
quirements.

Three years later, Joseph Fielding Smith specified that only
when the Saints could “demonstrate [their] faith” and heed the
“lesser teachings” would God keep his promise to restore the
sealed records to his people.48 In the meantime, however, their
“faith [was] on trial,” and unfortunately, he continued, “the indi-
cations point to the fact that our faith is weak, and therefore we
are not prepared to receive these greater revelations which will
come forth when men are sufficiently humbled, prayerful, obedi-
ent, and filled with faith, such as the brother of Jared had.”49 Iron-
ically, as people’s capacity to qualify for the sealed portion appar-
ently dwindled, the criteria seemed to rise: in the same sermon,
Joseph Fielding Smith asserted that “this revelation of all the ages
cannot come forth until the hearts of men are prepared to receive
it in perfect faith . . . willing to accept all the words of the Lord
without doubts and mental reservations.”50 The “higher teach-
ings” had a high price, indeed.51

Whereas the early Saints had set out in full vim and vigor to
keep a “higher law”—focusing more on unity, self lessness, and pu-
rity in preparation for the imminent millennial day—the strains of
orthodoxy and retrenchment that set the tone after the turn of
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the century did not allow for such optimism. Some splinter
groups, however, did approach the higher law more sanguinely.
Just as Heber Kimball taught the Saints in 1856 that they had to
live the higher law first before Zion could be gathered52 with the
clear expectation that such could be accomplished, later funda-
mentalist leaders proved even more confident of their capacity to
live the higher law. The 1950s fundamentalist Rulon C. Allred
claimed that the higher law, i.e. consecration and polygamy, was
contained within the sealed portion, and while general church
membership might not be capable of receiving that portion and
observing the higher law, he and other select members apparently
could. And “when they [the LDS Church] strive to live all that they
have, the higher principles will again be given to them.”53

Around the same time, Joseph White Musser, a high council-
man from Salt Lake, also exploited the mythology of the sealed
portion to promulgate the “milk” of monogamy before the hearty
“meat” of polygamy: “Children must needs be fed milk before
meat. It is more than likely the historians of the [Book of Mor-
mon] record were impressed not to present this marriage princi-
ple in fulness in the abridgement . . . [but] when the sealed por-
tion of the record is available the same will be found to be set
forth with clearness and positiveness.”54 It is not unlikely that
such heterodoxy proved worrisome to Church leadership and
contributed to their growing distance from the dangerously
adaptable sealed portion.55

Mainstream LDS leaders from Joseph Fielding Smith to Presi-
dent Kimball and Bruce R. McConkie refocused the attention of
the members away from the “higher law” to the principles already
revealed. Smith stated in 1931 that the LDS Church was placed
“on probation” by the Lord—and for failing to “live up to the re-
quirements in this probationary state” God would “hold from
[them] those other things which one time will be revealed.”56 But
until such obedience was manifest, he reproved on another occa-
sion, “why should we clamor for more when we will not abide in
what we already have?”57 President Kimball, after rehearsing an
instance where President Smith had asked for a raise of hands of
those who would read the sealed portion if it were given, rebuked
the eager for not reading the present Book of Mormon, conclud-
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ing: “Many people want to live the higher laws when they do not
live the lower laws.”58 McConkie frequently affirmed that “the
milk,” or the translated portion of the Book of Mormon, must
precede the “meat” found in the sealed portion.”59 This contin-
ued stress on being tried and found wanting sank in for at least
one lay member: one Robert English’s autobiography records,
“God promised us that he would deliver to us the sealed portion
of the Book of Mormon just as soon as his people have accepted
the portion already given. But we have not received it, so it is obvi-
ous that we are not prepared for it.”60

Prophethood without Records

Splinter groups and dissenting fundamentalists highlighted
another dangerous element of the sealed portion—the aura of
power around the sealed portion and the seer. One writer
opined that the Reorganized Church would receive the remain-
der of the gold plates, and the “Utah Church” would not; conse-
quently, numbers of members would fall away from the “Utah
Church” to join the Reorganized.61 And while Orson Pratt had
mused over the identity of the “favored Seer and Revelator” of
the sealed portion, others infused this role with more authority.
Clyde Neilson and Dale Lowell Morgan looked forward to this
“Seer” or “Eighth Priest” to rescue the Church from its polluted
state, having forsaken polygamy and consecration. In From the
Dust They Shall Speak Again: The Sealed Records or the Great Con-
vincing Act, they asserted that the time was ripe for the “Seer spo-
ken of in 2 Nephi 3:7 . . . the Eighth Priest” to come forth and
“translate the sealed part of the records, which will be done in
power, glory and majesty to the convincing mankind of the di-
vinity of Jesus Christ and Joseph Smith and the work he did.”62

Several years later, in 1958, Ross W. LeBaron, a member of a
powerful fundamentalist sect, wrote a letter recounting a per-
sonal revelation in which the “Mighty and Strong” one (the seer
as described in D&C 85:7) was identified as a future Indian
Prophet who would “bring forth the sealed portion of the Book
of Mormon.”63 Even the more modern personal letters of one
Gail Porritt ref lect an intense preoccupation with the question
of “WHO WILL DO THE TRANSLATING?” (Porritt, inciden-
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tally, believed his patriarchal blessing confirmed his own iden-
tity as the chosen one).64

In contrast to (or perhaps, as a consequence of) these fringe
figures, the notion of prophethood became increasingly divorced
in the mainstream Church discourse from records and seership,
and, consequently, from the Restoration process. While early
Church writings showed a clear association between prophets, re-
cords, and an open canon as a vital combination for millennial
preparation, later sermons radically altered this relationship by
viewing the millennium as a distant and uncontrollable event, and
the restoration as an event already completed, or one that will cul-
minate after Christ returns. In 1966, McConkie claimed that “this
is the great era of restoration . . . [where] all the truths had in ages
past shall be restored . . . and lost scriptures . . . [are] yet to come,”
and several years later, he rebuked that

it is our habit in the Church—a habit born of slovenly study and a
limited perspective—to think of the restoration of the gospel as a
past event . . . . But the restoration of the wondrous truths known
to Adam, Enoch, Noah, and Abraham has scarcely commenced.
The sealed portion of the Book of Mormon is yet to be trans-
lated[.]65

While this may seem reminiscent of Pratt’s enthusiastic calls
to prepare for the cascade of records that would pour forth
throughout God’s restoration, McConkie takes it in a different di-
rection: “All things are not to be revealed anew until the Lord co-
mes. The greatness of the era of restoration is yet ahead.”66 The
concept of the sealed portion was a significant symbol of the con-
tinuation of the Restoration and a technically open canon. Yet by
emphatically declaring the records to be unavailable until Christ
comes again, any genuine preparation on the part of the mem-
bers to ask or prepare for such knowledge was futile. The restora-
tion process is not a millennial preparation, but a millennial cul-
mination; hence, the canon was functionally closed.

In the wake of the functionally closed canon, the notions of
“revelation” and “prophet” underwent similar definitional re-
structuring, being stripped of their associations with translation
and records. Even up until 1965, this association was still intact, as
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evident in this excerpt on the role of prophets from a proposed
Church curriculum:

Ask the students ‘Will these future prophets also bring forth new direction
and guidance for us as church members?’ When answered, put up the book
with the question mark—signifying books to be revealed in the future. The
teacher might also have students tell of the following to be received in the fu-
ture: 1) The sealed portion of the Book of Mormon plates, given to Joseph
Smith, Jr. 2) The revelations from Christ to the Lost Tribes plus their own
written history. [Reference to 2 Nephi 29:11-14] 3) Any other examples the
students or teacher wish to bring out.

In contrast, current LDS manuals make no mention of re-
cords, let alone sealed portions, in their discussions of prophets,
revelation, or scripture. Furthermore, the idea of an open canon,
so vividly described in 2 Nephi 29 and celebrated by Orson Pratt
and other early Saints in terms of the restoration of sacred re-
cords, now refers primarily to non-canonized verbal declarations
of living prophets and leaders. Less prominent figures such as
Rodney Turner and Avraham Gileadi have differed, arguing that
the restoration of the records is still a part of the Restoration pro-
cess and a significantly preparatory pre-millennial event, even
constituting what Gileadi identified as God’s actual “great and
marvelous work.” 67

Millennium
Perhaps the most fundamental change in the LDS approach

to the sealed portion is that the revelation of the sealed portion
no longer functions as a preparatory pre-millennial event. As
certainly as the Book of Mormon had heralded the opening of
the dispensation, the revelation of the sealed portion was ex-
pected to herald its convergence with the millennial era. Be-
cause many nineteenth-century groups including Mormons be-
lieved the millennium to be at the very door, the linkage of the
sealed records to millennial preparation not only was seen as a
logical precondition, but also gave a much more proximate, lit-
eral tone to the discussion of the sealed portion’s advent. Yet by
the 1970s, Bruce R. McConkie was stating confidently that the
sealed portion would be part of a millennial project, only to be
commenced by Christ.68

Instead of Orson Pratt’s pre-Millennial utopia, where the
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whole earth would be f looded with the knowledge of God in prep-
aration for his coming,69 McConkie asserted that “There is going
to be another . . . great period of enlightenment, when [Christ] co-
mes; and at that time he will reveal all things, such as the sealed
portion of the Book of Mormon.”70 “But,” he continued else-
where, “I am clear in my mind that the sealed portion of the Book
of Mormon will not come forth until the Millennium.”71 This as-
sertion, repeated over the years various times and with increasing
emphasis on the sealed portion’s complete inaccessibility to the
Church, culminated in a categorical assertion that “we have no
such hope” in any records coming forth before the millennium.72

Apparently, this new timetable stuck, and by 1988, Rodney Turn-
er surmised that “most commentators believe that these revela-
tions will not be had again until the millennial reign of Christ,”
(though he himself disagreed with McConkie’s interpretation).73

Paradoxically, McConkie taught that “without any question, . . .
the scripture that is yet to come forth, which will reveal more of
the mind and will and purposes of the Lord than any other, is the
sealed portion of the Book of Mormon”—yet it was also the one
utterly out of reach. Why? “The answer is obvious. They contain
spiritual truths beyond our present ability to receive. Milk must
precede meat, and whenever men are offered more of the myster-
ies of the kingdom than they are prepared to receive, it affects
them adversely.”74 This last statement of McConkie’s, published
the year of his death, ref lects the downward trajectory in terms of
optimism about man’s ability to receive and comprehend future
revelations. It is also a stark contrast to Orson Pratt’s advice in an
1877 sermon: “Now perhaps some of you may say, ‘Withhold
these things; do not send angels; do not bestow the gifts of proph-
ecy, if by being so blessed we are in danger of apostatizing from
our religion.’ This is the other extreme; on the other hand, we are
commanded to seek the face of the Lord always, that we may pos-
sess our souls in patience.”75

Of course, there were others that suggested different views.
Neal A. Maxwell was one consistent and gentle voice that counter-
balanced McConkie’s disavowal of the sealed portion during the
1980s and 1990s, admonishing the Saints to be aware of the ab-
sence of the sealed portion, among other lost records, and to look
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forward to their return with “anxious expectation.”76 Recent
years have witnessed only a smattering of references, while serious
treatments of the sealed portion have emerged only from the
Maxwell Institute, an academic arm of the Church dedicated to
the study of ancient scripture, and from splinter groups, with
full-f ledged translations emerging from the Brotherhood of
Christ Church or the Worldwide United Foundation, among oth-
ers.77 For all intents and purposes, however, the sealed portion
has faded from mainstream discussions in the Church.

Conclusion
After decades of being admonished to not “clamor for more,”

and with discourse that continually emphasizes certainty and cele-
brates “having the fulness” of the Gospel, twenty-first century
Saints are immersed in a rhetoric of satiety. The sense of yearning
and incompleteness, or even galvanizing admonishment, has
been replaced with completeness and plenitude—restoration as a
fait accompli. The focus isn’t so much on seeking truth and prepar-
ing for revelation as it is perfecting the application of what has al-
ready been given.78

This has rendered the question of the sealed portion merely
academic, and seemingly a superf luous concern. The passion
that fired a generation of Mormons to anticipate a deluge of reve-
lation that would only accelerate in coming years has been tem-
pered by the demands of correlation, fears about the fragmenting
power of rampant revelation, and leadership’s concerns about the
distractions of speculation from the staid and steady purposes of
Zion-building. Well might a nineteenth-century Pratt bemusedly
juxtapose, “A Book of Mormon, a Book of Mormon, We have a
Book of Mormon. Why is there need for more?” with the contem-
porary idea that there is “enough to save and exalt us now.”79

Such is a far cry from his confident exclamation that “there is
nothing too great to be withheld from the Saints of God in the last
dispensation of the fullness of times.”80

This rhetoric of satiety and mandated preoccupation with
heeding what has been given (as opposed to what has been prom-
ised, i.e. the sealed portion) may have created another irony re-
garding the concept of faith. Scottish Congregationalist George
Macdonald opined that “they that begin first to inquire will soon-
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est be gladdened with revelation; and with them [God] will be best
pleased, for the slowness of his disciples troubled him of old.”81

Orson Pratt himself often reminded the Saints that they would re-
ceive the sealed portion only if they did not fail to “inquire of
[God],” or God would “withhold the greater information.”82 Yet
in a culture of certainty, faith is measured in terms of conviction,
not thirst; it is what we affirm, not what we seek, that becomes the
gauge of faithful discipleship. But the line between faithful accep-
tance and spiritual passivity becomes dangerously blurred when
the very mechanism by which we are to acquire revelation (“ask,
and it shall be given you”) can be viewed as a spiritual f law instead
of a spiritual gift. This, indeed, would put the sealed portion, and
all other revelations, forever out of reach.
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